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Disruptions Rapidly Release Plasma Thermal & Magnetic 
Energy, Form Relativistic “Runaway” Electron Beams 

1. Thermal Quench (TQ) 

2. Current Quench (CQ) 

3. Runaway Electrons (RE) 
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Each phase of disruption presents a threat to tokamak 
vessel components 

TQ: Heat flux  Excessive erosion 

CQ: Eddy,halo currents  
   Mechanical loads 
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RE: Intense localized  
          melting & erosion 
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Rapid shutdown by Disruption Mitigation System (DMS) 
is ITER’s last defense against disruption damage  

Rapid 
shutdown 

This talk 
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Goals of ITER DMS 

1.  Radiate plasma thermal energy  isotropically to PFC 
1.  0-D  3-D 
 
 

2.  Minimize CQ mechanical loads 
 
 
3.  Suppress or benignly dissipate RE  
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1. Radiated power asymmetry during MGI 

2.  Runaway electron dissipation 
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•  Radiation asymmetries could cause local wall melting 
even if 100% plasma energy radiated away,  
–  Toroidal/Poloidal Peaking Factor (TPF/PPF) = Max/Mean 
–  Melting limits: TPF ~ 2, PPF ~4 (assuming 3ms TQ)  

Radiation peaking during disruption mitigation could 
cause first wall melting 

Toroidal  
Asymmetry 

Poloidal  
Asymmetry 
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DIII-D experimental setup for radiation 
asymmetry measurements 

MGI #1 
15° 

MGI #2  
135° 

Prad #1 
90° 

Prad #2 
210° 

IR Periscope 
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Single Injector Radiation Asymmetry: No preferential 
heating of the injector port location observed on DIII-D 

•  ITER concern: Extremely concentrated 
Prad during pre-TQ may cause 
localized melting of injector port 

 

MGI2 MGI2 

MGI2 MGI2 
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Single Injector Radiation Asymmetry: No preferential 
heating of the injector port location observed on DIII-D 

•  ITER concern: Extremely concentrated 
Prad during pre-TQ may cause 
localized melting of injector port 

•  DIII-D: Thermal imaging indicates MGI 
remains cooler than nearby wall  

 MGI2 

Region 1 

MGI2 

Commaux 2013 APS (PoP in submission) 

Region 1 

MGI2 

MGI2 
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•  Prad asymmetry vs Δt 
between 2 MGI valves 
measured for pre-TQ, TQ, & 
CQ 

•  Prad integrated over each 
time phase to give Wrad 

 

DIII-D measured dependence of Prad toroidal asymmetry 
upon MGI spatial distribution 
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Multiple Injector Radiation Toroidal Asymmetry: Low Wrad 
asymmetry & little variation observed for dual vs single MGI 

 

•   TQ & CQ exhibit low 
toroidal asymmetry 
–  TPF = Wmax/Wmean 

–  ITER limit: TPF ~ 2 

•  No significant 
variation with valve 
delay 
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•  C-MOD & DIII-D agree that 
multiple injectors do not improve 
TQ Prad toroidal asymmetry… 

•  …but observed magnitudes differ 
significantly (C-MOD > DIII-D)  

•  We are trying to determine what 
may be causing this C-MOD/D3D 
difference in TQ TPF magnitude 
–  Rotation? Field line pitch? TQ/CQ 

timing differences? 

Multiple Injector Radiation Toroidal Asymmetry: 
Comparison to CMOD data yields mixed results 
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Figure 4. Radiation toroidal peaking factor for four scans:
(a) gas-jet stagger time for two gas-jet rapid shutdowns of 1.0 MW
auxiliary heated L-mode plasmas; (b) gas-jet stagger time for two
gas jet rapid shutdowns of 3.6 MW auxiliary heated I-mode
plasmas; (c) safety factor (q) with single gas jet; (d) plasma
elongation (!) with single gas jet. The one- and two-sigma
confidence intervals are estimated from repeated shots at the same
plasma parameters and shown by grey and yellow shading,
respectively, in panels (c) and (d).

the MGI system, and the toroidal peaking factor (using both
definitions of the TQ) was calculated. The results are shown
in figure 4, and are discussed in the following subsections.

3.1. Gas-jet stagger time

In this series of experiments, identical target plasmas were
repeatedly shut down using both gas jets, with a variable
‘stagger time’. Single gas jets were used first, in order to
ascertain the exact delay time between the signal being sent
to the gas jet, and the gas arriving at the plasma. This was
typically reproducible to within 50 µs. Then, the relative
timing of the jets was scanned, and the TPF was calculated for
both definitions of TQ. The results are shown in figure 4, panels
(a) and (b), for 1 MW ICRF-heated L-mode and 3.6 MW
ICRF-heated I-mode plasma targets, respectively. In these
plots, a negative ‘stagger time’ means that the gas from the
F-jet arrived at the plasma before the gas from the B-jet. Since
the typical pre-TQ length (duration of time between the arrival
of gas at the plasma and the onset of the TQ) on Alcator C-Mod
is approximately 1.1–1.6 ms, this means that for the longest

stagger times in this scan, the gas from the second gas-jet was
arriving at the plasma while the TQ was already underway.

It can be seen that the optimum (lowest TPF) is not
obtained for synchronous gas-jet timing. Rather, the lowest
TPF during the initial TQ flash appears to be obtained for
asynchronous injection. The asymmetry over the traditional
TQ duration (up until the start of the CQ) seems to depend
on which gas-jet was fired first, perhaps indicating that the
mismatch in the poloidal position of the two gas jets (see
figure 1(b)), or small variations in the gas-jet hardware
between the two injectors, may be playing a role in setting
the radiation asymmetry for these asynchronous two gas-jet
rapid shutdowns.

3.2. Plasma safety factor

In this experiment, a single gas-jet was used to shut down ohmic
lower single null L-mode plasmas, with a constant plasma
current of 1.0 MA. The toroidal field was varied over a range
from 4.0 to 7.0 T in order to vary the magnetic safety factor
while keeping the plasma stored energy nearly constant. Each
target plasma was repeated twice to check reproducibility. The
results of this scan are shown figure 4(c). It can be seen that the
toroidal radiation peaking factor increases with safety factor
up to a q95 of approximately 5.0.

3.3. Plasma elongation

Finally, a series of single gas-jet rapid shutdowns were
conducted into Ohmic inner-wall limited plasmas, while
varying the elongation of the last closed flux surface. The
plasma current was kept constant during the scan (in order to
keep plasma stored energy roughly constant), while the toroidal
field was varied through a range of 3.9–7.0 T in order to keep
the edge safety factor constant.

It can be seen from figure 4(d) that the toroidal radiation
peaking factor is higher for the low-elongation, nearly circular
plasmas than for more elongated plasmas. In addition, for the
highest elongations (! > 1.4), the initial TQ flash usually has a
higher asymmetry than the entire ‘traditional’ TQ (up until the
start of the CQ). This suggests that different processes could
be important in this intermediate phase (between the initial TQ
flash, and the plasma current peak that marks the start of the
CQ) in low- and high-elongation limited plasmas.

3.4. Magnetic mode growth rate

The relationship between the growth rate of the n = 1 mode
and the toroidal radiation peaking factor (TPF) is shown in the
four panels of figure 5. Examining panel (a), it can be seen that
the highest growth rates (fastest growth) is seen for the nearly
synchronous two-jet shutdowns, as well as some single gas-jet
shutdowns. Panel (b) shows the radiation TPF versus the n = 1
growth rate for these same shutdowns. Focusing only on the
two-gas-jet shutdowns, it can be seen that the shutdowns with
nearly synchronous gas jets tend have higher radiation TPF
and higher n = 1 growth rate than the two-jet shutdowns
with a delay between the two gas jets. It is also noted that
the magnetic growth rate is very different between the B-jet
and F-jet shutdowns, indicating that differences between the
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Figure 2. Time traces during a single gas-jet (B-jet) rapid
shutdown. (a) Plasma current as measured by a Rogowski coil.
(b) Plasma emissivity as inferred from wall-mounted AXUV diodes.
The inset shows the toroidal location of the diodes. (Only five of the
six diodes were digitized on this shot.)

of internal diameter 9.4 mm and length 2 m connects each valve
to the plasma edge. The poloidal positioning of each injector
can be seen in figure 1(b).

2.2. AXUV diodes on wall

The photodiodes used in this series of experiments are Opto-
Diode IRD AXUV20A Absolute eXtreme UltraViolet silicon
photodiodes [10]. These diodes are each mounted in a optically
blackened 304L stainless-steel box on the outer wall of the
Alcator C-Mod vacuum vessel at the midplane, at the toroidal
locations indicated in figure 1(a). They observe the plasma
unfiltered through a 100 µm pinhole, which was sized so
that the diodes stay within their linear range up to a plasma
emissivity of 4 GW m!3. They are absolutely calibrated
(for a spectrum created by a flattop plasma with typical C-
Mod impurities) by comparison to a wide-viewing (2! ) foil
bolometer (see [11], section IV) using a separate amplifier
with 500 times higher gain, which allows the diodes to resolve
the radiated power during quiescent plasmas.

Using photodiodes for diagnosing radiated power instead
of foil bolometry has the advantage of a fast time response
(approaching 1 MHz for the AXUV20A diodes used). The
disadvantage is that the diodes are not sensitive to low-energy
neutral particles (created by charge-exchange processes in the
edge plasma), which may be a significant energy loss channel
during gas-jet rapid shutdowns [12]. Nevertheless, diode-
based measurements of radiated power asymmetry can still be
useful under the assumption that the ratio of radiation to total
(radiation + CX neutral) power loss is roughly constant at each
toroidal location.

2.3. Definition of TQ

Time traces of plasma emissivity as seen by the wall-mounted
diodes are shown in figure 2. The sequence shown here is
typical: a bright flash of radiation, followed by a period of lower
radiation for 200–300 µs, at which point the current reaches
its peak and the CQ phase is said to have begun.

Thus, one can define two possible ‘TQ’ times. The first
is the initial bright radiation flash only, as indicated by the
first two vertical dashed lines in figure 2. The other is the the
traditional definition, where the TQ is not said to be complete
until the CQ has begun, defined as the time of the peak of the
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Figure 3. (a) Contour plot of plasma electron temperature from fast
2nd-harmonic X-mode ECE radiometry. The onset of the TQ at
approximately 4.45 ms is indicated by a drop in core soft x-ray
emission (not shown) and is accompanied by the sudden cutoff of
the ECE signal due to the electron density increasing above the
cutoff density of 5.65 " 1020 m!3. (b) The amplitude of the n = 1
mode. It can be seen that the mode starts growing approximately
when the inward-moving cooling front reaches the q = 2 surface,
and that the linear growth phase ends at approximately the same
time as the onset of the TQ.

current trace. The results we present in section 3 show toroidal
peaking factors calculated for both definitions of the TQ.

2.4. Magnetic pickup coils

In addition to the wall-mounted array of diodes used for
radiated power measurements, the presence of low-n (toroidal
mode number) electromagnetic modes in the plasma can be
diagnosed with a five-point toroidal array of fast (1.2 MHz
digitization) pickup coils mounted on the vessel wall. The
locations of these pickup coils are shown in figure 1(a) as
green circles on the wall. The n = 1 mode is fit using least-
squares to the signal at each coil location. The poloidal mode
number m is unknown, due to limited coverage by the magnetic
pickup coils. The n = 1 mode is always present in gas-jet radid
shutdowns on Alcator C-Mod, and grows from noise with an
e-folding time ranging from 10 to 200 µs (growth rates from
(0.5–10) " 104 s!1).

Figure 3 shows the calculated amplitude of the n = 1
mode for a typical single gas-jet rapid shutdown, as well as the
plasma temperature as measured by 2nd-harmonic X-mode
ECE radiometry. It can be seen that the n = 1 mode begins
growing in the pre-TQ phase approximately when the inward-
moving cooling front reaches the q = 2 surface. This is typical
of gas-jet rapid shutdowns on Alcator C-Mod, and is consistent
with the prevailing theory [13–15] that the MHD modes which
cause the TQ are destabilized by the cooling front reaching this
critical surface.

3. Experimental observations

Over the course of the 2012 Alcator C-Mod campaign,
several rapid shutdown experiments were conducted using
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•  C-MOD & DIII-D agree that 
multiple injectors do not improve 
TQ Prad toroidal asymmetry… 

•  …but observed magnitudes differ 
significantly (C-MOD > DIII-D)  

•  We are trying to determine what 
may be causing this C-MOD/D3D 
difference in TQ TPF magnitude 
–  Rotation? Field line pitch? TQ/CQ 

timing differences? 

Multiple Injector Radiation Toroidal Asymmetry: 
Comparison to CMOD data yields mixed results 
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Figure 4. Radiation toroidal peaking factor for four scans:
(a) gas-jet stagger time for two gas-jet rapid shutdowns of 1.0 MW
auxiliary heated L-mode plasmas; (b) gas-jet stagger time for two
gas jet rapid shutdowns of 3.6 MW auxiliary heated I-mode
plasmas; (c) safety factor (q) with single gas jet; (d) plasma
elongation (!) with single gas jet. The one- and two-sigma
confidence intervals are estimated from repeated shots at the same
plasma parameters and shown by grey and yellow shading,
respectively, in panels (c) and (d).

the MGI system, and the toroidal peaking factor (using both
definitions of the TQ) was calculated. The results are shown
in figure 4, and are discussed in the following subsections.

3.1. Gas-jet stagger time

In this series of experiments, identical target plasmas were
repeatedly shut down using both gas jets, with a variable
‘stagger time’. Single gas jets were used first, in order to
ascertain the exact delay time between the signal being sent
to the gas jet, and the gas arriving at the plasma. This was
typically reproducible to within 50 µs. Then, the relative
timing of the jets was scanned, and the TPF was calculated for
both definitions of TQ. The results are shown in figure 4, panels
(a) and (b), for 1 MW ICRF-heated L-mode and 3.6 MW
ICRF-heated I-mode plasma targets, respectively. In these
plots, a negative ‘stagger time’ means that the gas from the
F-jet arrived at the plasma before the gas from the B-jet. Since
the typical pre-TQ length (duration of time between the arrival
of gas at the plasma and the onset of the TQ) on Alcator C-Mod
is approximately 1.1–1.6 ms, this means that for the longest

stagger times in this scan, the gas from the second gas-jet was
arriving at the plasma while the TQ was already underway.

It can be seen that the optimum (lowest TPF) is not
obtained for synchronous gas-jet timing. Rather, the lowest
TPF during the initial TQ flash appears to be obtained for
asynchronous injection. The asymmetry over the traditional
TQ duration (up until the start of the CQ) seems to depend
on which gas-jet was fired first, perhaps indicating that the
mismatch in the poloidal position of the two gas jets (see
figure 1(b)), or small variations in the gas-jet hardware
between the two injectors, may be playing a role in setting
the radiation asymmetry for these asynchronous two gas-jet
rapid shutdowns.

3.2. Plasma safety factor

In this experiment, a single gas-jet was used to shut down ohmic
lower single null L-mode plasmas, with a constant plasma
current of 1.0 MA. The toroidal field was varied over a range
from 4.0 to 7.0 T in order to vary the magnetic safety factor
while keeping the plasma stored energy nearly constant. Each
target plasma was repeated twice to check reproducibility. The
results of this scan are shown figure 4(c). It can be seen that the
toroidal radiation peaking factor increases with safety factor
up to a q95 of approximately 5.0.

3.3. Plasma elongation

Finally, a series of single gas-jet rapid shutdowns were
conducted into Ohmic inner-wall limited plasmas, while
varying the elongation of the last closed flux surface. The
plasma current was kept constant during the scan (in order to
keep plasma stored energy roughly constant), while the toroidal
field was varied through a range of 3.9–7.0 T in order to keep
the edge safety factor constant.

It can be seen from figure 4(d) that the toroidal radiation
peaking factor is higher for the low-elongation, nearly circular
plasmas than for more elongated plasmas. In addition, for the
highest elongations (! > 1.4), the initial TQ flash usually has a
higher asymmetry than the entire ‘traditional’ TQ (up until the
start of the CQ). This suggests that different processes could
be important in this intermediate phase (between the initial TQ
flash, and the plasma current peak that marks the start of the
CQ) in low- and high-elongation limited plasmas.

3.4. Magnetic mode growth rate

The relationship between the growth rate of the n = 1 mode
and the toroidal radiation peaking factor (TPF) is shown in the
four panels of figure 5. Examining panel (a), it can be seen that
the highest growth rates (fastest growth) is seen for the nearly
synchronous two-jet shutdowns, as well as some single gas-jet
shutdowns. Panel (b) shows the radiation TPF versus the n = 1
growth rate for these same shutdowns. Focusing only on the
two-gas-jet shutdowns, it can be seen that the shutdowns with
nearly synchronous gas jets tend have higher radiation TPF
and higher n = 1 growth rate than the two-jet shutdowns
with a delay between the two gas jets. It is also noted that
the magnetic growth rate is very different between the B-jet
and F-jet shutdowns, indicating that differences between the
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Figure 2. Time traces during a single gas-jet (B-jet) rapid
shutdown. (a) Plasma current as measured by a Rogowski coil.
(b) Plasma emissivity as inferred from wall-mounted AXUV diodes.
The inset shows the toroidal location of the diodes. (Only five of the
six diodes were digitized on this shot.)

of internal diameter 9.4 mm and length 2 m connects each valve
to the plasma edge. The poloidal positioning of each injector
can be seen in figure 1(b).

2.2. AXUV diodes on wall

The photodiodes used in this series of experiments are Opto-
Diode IRD AXUV20A Absolute eXtreme UltraViolet silicon
photodiodes [10]. These diodes are each mounted in a optically
blackened 304L stainless-steel box on the outer wall of the
Alcator C-Mod vacuum vessel at the midplane, at the toroidal
locations indicated in figure 1(a). They observe the plasma
unfiltered through a 100 µm pinhole, which was sized so
that the diodes stay within their linear range up to a plasma
emissivity of 4 GW m!3. They are absolutely calibrated
(for a spectrum created by a flattop plasma with typical C-
Mod impurities) by comparison to a wide-viewing (2! ) foil
bolometer (see [11], section IV) using a separate amplifier
with 500 times higher gain, which allows the diodes to resolve
the radiated power during quiescent plasmas.

Using photodiodes for diagnosing radiated power instead
of foil bolometry has the advantage of a fast time response
(approaching 1 MHz for the AXUV20A diodes used). The
disadvantage is that the diodes are not sensitive to low-energy
neutral particles (created by charge-exchange processes in the
edge plasma), which may be a significant energy loss channel
during gas-jet rapid shutdowns [12]. Nevertheless, diode-
based measurements of radiated power asymmetry can still be
useful under the assumption that the ratio of radiation to total
(radiation + CX neutral) power loss is roughly constant at each
toroidal location.

2.3. Definition of TQ

Time traces of plasma emissivity as seen by the wall-mounted
diodes are shown in figure 2. The sequence shown here is
typical: a bright flash of radiation, followed by a period of lower
radiation for 200–300 µs, at which point the current reaches
its peak and the CQ phase is said to have begun.

Thus, one can define two possible ‘TQ’ times. The first
is the initial bright radiation flash only, as indicated by the
first two vertical dashed lines in figure 2. The other is the the
traditional definition, where the TQ is not said to be complete
until the CQ has begun, defined as the time of the peak of the
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Figure 3. (a) Contour plot of plasma electron temperature from fast
2nd-harmonic X-mode ECE radiometry. The onset of the TQ at
approximately 4.45 ms is indicated by a drop in core soft x-ray
emission (not shown) and is accompanied by the sudden cutoff of
the ECE signal due to the electron density increasing above the
cutoff density of 5.65 " 1020 m!3. (b) The amplitude of the n = 1
mode. It can be seen that the mode starts growing approximately
when the inward-moving cooling front reaches the q = 2 surface,
and that the linear growth phase ends at approximately the same
time as the onset of the TQ.

current trace. The results we present in section 3 show toroidal
peaking factors calculated for both definitions of the TQ.

2.4. Magnetic pickup coils

In addition to the wall-mounted array of diodes used for
radiated power measurements, the presence of low-n (toroidal
mode number) electromagnetic modes in the plasma can be
diagnosed with a five-point toroidal array of fast (1.2 MHz
digitization) pickup coils mounted on the vessel wall. The
locations of these pickup coils are shown in figure 1(a) as
green circles on the wall. The n = 1 mode is fit using least-
squares to the signal at each coil location. The poloidal mode
number m is unknown, due to limited coverage by the magnetic
pickup coils. The n = 1 mode is always present in gas-jet radid
shutdowns on Alcator C-Mod, and grows from noise with an
e-folding time ranging from 10 to 200 µs (growth rates from
(0.5–10) " 104 s!1).

Figure 3 shows the calculated amplitude of the n = 1
mode for a typical single gas-jet rapid shutdown, as well as the
plasma temperature as measured by 2nd-harmonic X-mode
ECE radiometry. It can be seen that the n = 1 mode begins
growing in the pre-TQ phase approximately when the inward-
moving cooling front reaches the q = 2 surface. This is typical
of gas-jet rapid shutdowns on Alcator C-Mod, and is consistent
with the prevailing theory [13–15] that the MHD modes which
cause the TQ are destabilized by the cooling front reaching this
critical surface.

3. Experimental observations

Over the course of the 2012 Alcator C-Mod campaign,
several rapid shutdown experiments were conducted using
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Why is 
CMOD CQ 
timing so 
delayed? 

D3D 

CMOD 

NW Eidietis/ITPA MHD/March 2014 

NIMROD seems to explain results 
very well… 

See Izzo’s talk next 
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•  NIMROD: 1/1 mode during TQ will 
cause Prad asymmetry even if MGI is 
isotropic [Izzo 2012 IAEA] 

•  DIII-D Test: If MHD causes Prad 
asymmetry, can Prad phase be 
altered by locking 1/1 mode at 
varying phases? 
–  Vary n=1 phase 90° each shot 

DIII-D exploring effect of MHD upon Prad asymmetry 
during TQ 

n=1 
phase 

90° 
bolo 

MGI2 210° 
bolo 
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MHD Influence on Toroidal Rad Asym: Phase of TQ Prad 
asymmetry modified by applied n=1 error field 

•  TQ: Systematic variation with 
applied n=1 field 
–  n=1 character 
–  Not observed in preTQ, CQ 

•  Consistent with MHD model 
for TQ Prad asymmetry, 
although affect is smaller 
than expected  
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MHD Influence on Toroidal Rad Asym: Initial mode 
phase determined by injection location 

Mode begins 180° 
from injector as 

predicted by 
NIMROD! 

n=
1 
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MGI #1 

180° from 
MGI #1 MGI #2 

180° from 
MGI #2 

Izzo NF 20 (2013) 

No Applied Error Field No Applied Error Field 
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MHD Influence on Toroidal Rad Asym: Mode rotates 
from initial phase due to pre-MGI plasma rotation 
(Medusa) 

Increasing 
rotation 

No beams 

Plasma 
rotation 

No Applied Error Field 

•  Plasma rotation before MGI influences pre-TQ mode rotation 
–  Pre-TQ rotation << pre-MGI rotation 

•  Most end near ~250°, due to initial phase plus typical rotation 

MGI triggered 
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MHD Influence on Toroidal Rad Asym: Error field 
competes with rotation in determining mode phase 
(Medusa) 
•  Large n=1 EF applied 

using I-coils 

•  Mode rotates from 
initial phase towards EF 

•  Torque from EF 
competes against 
rotation effect 

EF on at  
1400 ms 

Plasma 
rotation 
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MHD Influence on Toroidal Rad Asym: Error field 
competes with rotation in determining mode 
phase (Medusa) 
•  Large n=1 EF applied 

using I-coils 

•  Mode rotates from 
initial phase towards EF 

•  Torque from EF 
competes against 
rotation effect 
–  Red case is like 

inverted pendulum 

EF on at  
1400 ms 
(Large braking) 

EF on at  
1950 ms 
(Little braking) 

Plasma 
rotation 
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1.  Verify relationship between toroidal asymmetry and n=1 
mode (planned end of July) 
–  Avoid “blind spots” 
–  Remove rotation 
–  Flip helicity (see Izzo talk next) 

2.  Measure / predict effect of multiple injectors on poloidal 
asymmetry (in progress) 
–  Likely more important than toroidal asymmetry 

3.  Characterize radiation asymmetry using shattered pellet 
injection (SPI) 

Radiation Asymmetry: To Do List 
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1. Radiated power asymmetry during MGI 

2.  Runaway electron dissipation 
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Rapid Loss of Relativistic (10’s MeV) RE to Wall May 
Cause Intense Localized Damage to Vessel Components 

Wall damage most 
likely at 

“final loss”  
(RE beam disruption) 

NW Eidietis/PPPL Disruption Workshop/July 2013 
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Multiple Points of Interest Along the the RE Beam Life Cycle  

1 Assess feasibility of 
completely suppressing or 
“stunting” RE avalanche 

4 Develop physics basis 
for onset, power transfer, 
& footprint of final loss 

3 Optimize rapid dissipation 
of uncontrolled RE beam 
to minimize beam energy 
at final loss 

2 Assess vertical controllability of RE 
beam & improve by positioning 
plasma near neutral point prior to 
disruption   

NW Eidietis/PPPL Disruption Workshop/July 2013 
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Multiple Points of Interest Along the the RE Beam Life Cycle  

1 Assess feasibility of 
completely suppressing or 
“stunting” RE avalanche 

4 Develop physics basis 
for onset, power transfer, 
& footprint of final loss 

3 Optimize rapid dissipation 
of uncontrolled RE beam 
to minimize beam energy 
at final loss 

2 Assess vertical controllability of RE 
beam & improve by positioning 
plasma near neutral point prior to 
disruption   

NW Eidietis/PPPL Disruption Workshop/July 2013 

Today 
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Motivation: Understand dissipation of RE magnetic and kinetic 
energy after injection of high-Z gas 

•  High-Z ions cause rapid dissipation of RE energy 

•  May be useful way to reduce RE beam energy before wall strike in 
ITER. 

•  Current dissipation rate faster than expected from avalanche 
theory (Putvinski, NF, 1994). 

Measured and predicted RE plateau decay rate 
in middle of plateau with ~10% Ar content 

Hollmann NF 53, 083004 (2013)  
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Motivation: Understand dissipation of RE magnetic and kinetic 
energy after injection of high-Z gas 

•  High-Z ions cause rapid dissipation of RE energy 

•  May be useful way to reduce RE beam energy before wall strike in 
ITER. 

•  Current dissipation rate faster than expected from avalanche 
theory (Putvinski, NF, 1994). 

Measured and predicted RE plateau decay rate 
in middle of plateau with ~10% Ar content 

Hollmann NF 53, 083004 (2013)  

What is happening to f(E) 
during this dissipation? 
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Overview of experiment timing for injecting MGI into RE 
plateau 

•  Start with circular, ECH heated low 
density target. 

•  Shut down at 1200 ms with 15 torr-l Ar 
pellet injection, creating RE plateau. 

•  Request plasma control system to 
hold RE plateau centered with 300 
kA current. 

•  Equilibrium reached (steady HXR) at 
about 1350 ms. 

•  Fire MGI into RE plateau at 1450 ms. 

•  Run out of V-s and lose plasma to 
wall around 1600 ms. 
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Previous reconstruction of RE f(E) 

•  Previously, attempted to 
reconstruct RE fE during 
stationary RE plateau. 

•  Assumed constant pitch angle θ. 

 - Used θ ~ 0.2 based on visible 
synchrotron spot aspect ratio. 

•  Found f(E) more skewed to low 
energies than expected from 
avalanche theory. 

RE energy spectrum in 
stationary plateau 

Hollmann NF 53, 083004 (2013)  
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Normalized sensitivity vs energy 
for different diagnostics 
(assuming Ar bremsstrahlung) •  Attempt to reconstruct fE which best 

fits multiple diagnostics: 

 - SXR, MXR, HXR, visible synchrotron  

 - New: add constraint to match Ip 
and Prad (line radiation). 

 - New: allow pitch angle to vary with 
energy (assume a single θ at each 
energy, no f(θ)). 

    - Don’t use ECE; very hard to fit well. 

Recent improvements to reconstruction of RE f(E) 
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Ar appears to dissipate RE kinetic energy much more 
effectively than Ne 

•  Very rough estimate of Wkin can be made from diamagnetic loops. 

•  Wkin can also be estimated by integrating fE. 

 Data indicates drop Wkin after Ar MGI, but rise after Ne MGI, despite 
larger Vloop in Ar MGI case 

Ne MGI Ar MGI 
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Ar appears to dissipate RE kinetic energy much more 
effectively than Ne 

•  Very rough estimate of Wkin can be made from diamagnetic loops. 

•  Wkin can also be estimated by integrating fE. 

 Data indicates drop Wkin after Ar MGI, but rise after Ne MGI, despite 
larger Vloop in Ar MGI case 

Ne MGI Ar MGI 

Consequence: Ar dissipation may result in much more 
benign RE beam by time of final loss compared to neon   
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1.  Verify RE kinetic energy measurements 
using various gases for dissipation 
(planned this summer) 
–  IR imaging to constrain “knee” in f(E) 

2.  Can correct high-Z impurities minimize 
magnetic-kinetic energy transfer during 
final loss (planned this summer) 

3.  Can RE be suppressed/stunted by SPI into 
early CQ (localized, very high density 
deposition at seed lcoation) 

RE Plateau Dissipation: To Do List 

Hollmann, NF 53 (2013) 

Cold CQ 
Plasma 

RE 
Seed 
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•  Radiation asymmetry  

–  Highly localized radiation at injector not significant 

–  Little variation seen in toroidal radiation asymmetry 1-2 injectors 
(will be best explained by NIMROD, next) 

–  MHD modes seem to play significant role an radiation asymmetry 
(as predicted by NIMROD) 

•  RE dissipation 

–  f(E) measurements indicate that Argon much more effective than 
neon at reducing RE kinetic energy 

Conclusions 

3D modeling doing excellent 
job of describing this process 

Understanding and quantitatively 
reproducing this result good 
opportunity for theory/modeling 
progress 


